The four measurable parameters of the spin 0-spin 1/2 particle scattering are investigated for the purpose of obtaining bounds on the theoretical quantities with a limited knowledge of those parameters. Previous inequalities are combined w1th isospin relations and variational technique is used. § 1. Introduction A local knowledge of the four parameters, namely the differential cross section D, the polarization P and the rotation parameters R and A determines the moduli as well as the relative phase of the two amplitudes of the spin 0-spin 1/2 particle scattering.
A local knowledge of the four parameters, namely the differential cross section D, the polarization P and the rotation parameters R and A determines the moduli as well as the relative phase of the two amplitudes of the spin 0-spin 1/2 particle scattering.
Given the fact that only D and P are known at present, the most one can do without the use of analyticity and unitarity is to obtain inequalities for the theoretical quantities in terms of D and P. For the reconstruction of the amplitudes using unitarity, analyticity and in some cases rotation parameters or various combinations thereof we refer the reader to recent work by various authors_D~B) Reference 7) gives an excellent summary of the bounds and their comparison with experiments.
In § 2 we introduce the four parameters as well as the theoretical quantities.
All the relevant relations between them are reviewed in this section.
In § 3 we combine previously obtained inequalities with the isospin relations.
The resulting inequalities are compared here.
In § 4 variational technique is used to maximize theoretical quantities with some of the parameters known.
In § 5 we look at the bounds on the moduli of the amplitudes in terms of various combinations thus restricting the choice of the moduli to a smaller domain. § 2.
The spin-non-flip amplitude f and the spin-flip amplitude g are defined, as usual,
Here ii is the unit normal to the scattering plane (ii=q;XfiJ) and(} the scattering angle (cos (}=z). qi and q 1 are the unit vectors in the initial and final pion momentum directions.
We also define the relative amplitude, 8 J with modulus r and the relative phase
In terms of these quantities the four parameters of the spin 0-spin 1/2 particle scattering, namely the differential cross section dG / dQ=D, the polarization P and the rotation parameters R and A are defined as 9 l D= lflz+ lglz, r=j1+A.
(15)
a) Since r is a positive quantity, only the ( +) root will be physical.
c) The knowledge of the sign of A tells whether the spin-non-flip or the spin-flip differential cross section is larger.
We repeat the simple inequalities 8 > following from the first and second equations with a knowledge of P (or R) alone.
where P is a lower bound for sin a; P and sin a have the same sign; sin a= ± 1 when P = ± 1; sin a= 0 when P crosses 0.
where R is a lower bound for cos a; R and cos a have the same sign; cos a= ± 1 when R = ± 1; cos a= 0 when R crosses 0. 
, --
we express these parameters in polar coordinates. 
With these, we obtain
a=¢.
The horizontal and vertical components of the point M' give the spin-non-flip and spin-flip amplitudes normalized to the differential cross section.
The relative phase a is found from the first two equations in (22). Solving these we find
Since sin a/ P> 1 and cos aj R> 1, only the ( +) sign of the square root should be used. To determine a a knowledge of both P and R is necessary.
The following special cases result: In terms of P and R the magnitude of the relative amplitude becomes
Since r is a ( +) quantity, only the ( +) sign of the root in the denominator will be used. We note that a knowledge of P and R is not equivalent to A since the sign is not determined. Thus P and R do not determine r uniquely but give two values r + and r -· If P=O we have
A together with D determines \f\ and \g\.
Essentially A tells us how much of the differential cross section IS spin-nonflip and how much of it spin-flip. For A= 0 they are equal. § 3.
We define the n;+p, n-p, charge exchange and pure isospin amplitudes as given ~=====----Re Fig. 3 . Definition of the pion-nucleon pure isospin amplitudes.
~n-~o>l
Po -'
The triangular isospin inequalities for the spin-non-flip and spin-flip amplitudes are lf+I:S:If-1 +v 21/ol, If, l~lf-l--v2lfol,
The 1sospm relations are f, =f_ +-v2fo, 1 2
Even though in these exact isospin relations three reactions are connected, it 1s important to realize that when physical quantities are formed all four reactions (I= 1, and +, -, 0) will be involved, because of the cross terms of the complex amplitudes. This is in contrast to the relations obtained from triangular relations which contain only magnitudes of the amplitudes. 
This is a lower bound on the relative phase of the isospin 1 amplitudes in terms of +, -and 0 state differential cross sections and polarizations. The inequality ( 40) can also be written in the form
or (43) where the right-hand side is automatically positive since it is equal to 2D1• Ifoneconstructssina1 =sin(¢1 -<(;1) usingEqs. (33) and (34) and the+, phase shifts, then the inequality ( 40) is a better bound than ( 42) 
Using D+ + D_ -2D0<2-/D_D+ which is obtained from the triangular relations (30) the comparison is essentially between the factors and We notice that in the factor I of inequality ( 49), polarizations are quadratic, whereas in II they are linear. When P _ and P + are positive the bound ( 49) 1s not as good as (50). We show this as follows 1-P-'>1-P_ because P_'<P_ when O<P_<1; also
Hence
We want to prove now that I> II. For this we show that
where which is true smce when u, v<1. When P _ and P, are negative the bound ( 49) is better than (50).
This time
With the same definitions for u and v we show that
which is true since In this section we use the variational technique to find the extrema of theoretical quantities when experimentally known quantities are kept constant. We apply the Lagrange multipliers method and take variations with respect to real and imaginary parts of the partial wave amplitudes without the use of unitarity except partially in some cases. We refer the reader to Refs. 15) and 16) for the cases when the unitarity is imposed.
Calculations are rather lengthy and tedious; we give only the results. +,tt Im/(z= +1).
The result is Ref= 0. That is, f is pure imaginary in this case: f = i Im .f b) Maximize 1/1 2 subject to constraints D=fixed, P=fixed. This time we define
After a lengthy calculation we find
(The same result is obtained also when I gl 2 is maximized with the same constraints.)
This means that cos a= 0 or I sinal = 1.
In this case [ (Re"f + Im"f) + (Re"g + Im"g)] In this section we are considering the bounds on the moduli of the amplitudes not only individually, but also on their combinations. We shall see that a and b (we use definitions (21) Combining both results we write
We now plot a=fff against b= [g [ and dra\V the curves representing all the bounds we found so far (Fig. 4) . We see that a and b are not free to take simultaneously their upper bound values. Actually one of them cannot assume its largest value unless the other one assumes its lowest value. It is also seen that a knowledge of experimental D and P cannot distinguish between a and b, since every expression is symmetric in them.
